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At Rufford, we have a school library and classroom libraries.  Our school library is a special area, 

set apart from the classrooms with a friendly atmosphere, comfortable furniture and attractive 

displays.  In addition, our class libraries are a special area set aside within the classroom where the 

children can sit, relax and enjoy reading.  It is vital that pupils take an active role in looking after the 

libraries across school and value the resources. 

‘What we learn from books and other resources becomes part of us.’  

Library Association. 

Our curriculum is designed to cultivate an enjoyment of learning, and a commitment to it, thus 

creating the right climate in which to encourage and stimulate the highest possible attainment, by 

all our pupils. The role of the school library is central in supporting our children’s learning, as it plays 

a key role in helping them develop their communication, information handling and research skills. It 

also offers them a view of the world that is free from stereotypes, with equality of opportunity for all. 

By offering them the opportunity to take responsibility for their own learning, our library helps children 

on their way to becoming independent and lifelong learners.  

The resources in our library support the aims and objectives of the national curriculum, promoting 

the ability in children to read fluently a range of literary and non-fiction texts, and to reflect critically 

on what they read.  We use our library resources to promote the spiritual, moral, social and cultural 

development of our children, and to reflect the needs of all our pupils.  

‘Learning how to use books and resources is essential if young people are to take 

responsibility for their work and to develop into independent learners.’ Better Libraries, 

DES, 1989 

Aims and objectives  

The aims of our libraries are to:  

• develop and foster a love of reading 

• extend children’s learning experiences 

• develop children’s skills as independent learners 

• support teaching and learning 

• enrich the curriculum  

• provide opportunities for children to access resources by themselves.  

 

Organisation  

The library is a centre of learning that we make accessible to all the children and staff at our school. 

During lunchtimes, the library is open to pupils on a rota basis and is organised by librarians from 

Year 6.  The librarians take ownership of rotas, displays and reading initiatives.   

The physical environment of our school library is designed to stimulate the exploration of resources, 

both for pleasure as well as for work that has been set and for personal study. With this in mind, 

there are rules for the library, which are clearly displayed.  

The school library has collections of fiction and non-fiction resources and each classroom library 

also has a smaller fiction and non-fiction section. We store all books in the school library in baskets 

and classify them according to genre for fiction and topic/theme for non-fiction. Coloured labels are 

used to identify genres and general themes within the collections.  

Our library is open during normal school hours and each class teacher can book a time as required.   



Our children are encouraged to develop their library skills by using the local public library. We 

organise half termly visits to Lye Library for Years 1 to 6. The children listen to stories and are able 

to borrow a book each which they keep in school to access during ‘Love to Read’ sessions in class.  

Teachers are able to book additional visits to the library as part of their wider curriculum themes, 

where, for example, the children can listen to local historians talk about the local area.  We have 

good links with the Library Manager and he is always keen to find new resources. 

Once every half term, we invite parents into the school library for ‘Stay and Read’ sessions with their 

children. 

In addition to the school and class libraries, every Monday at 3.15pm, the Deputy/English Lead 

organises a mobile library in the playground.  Pupils are able to borrow books to take home.  These 

books have been resourced to keep separate from the school and class libraries.  There is also a 

basket of books for parents to borrow. 

Funding for the libraries is secured through fundraising or bids and we have been able to add to our 

resources by collecting used books from staff, parents/carers and from the local library (clearing 

stock).  We also use the School Library Service to supplement the range of resources available to 

our pupils in classrooms. Class boxes are ordered by the Deputy/English Lead or class teachers 

according to curriculum requirements.  

 


